
DO IT AT HOME IMPRESSION KIT 
We have a 99% success rate using our do it at home impression kit. You will be successful 
as well. If you go to the website you can read a bit more and have all the videos as well. 

PLACE ALL CONTENTS AND SHIP EVERYTHING BACK ASAP 
Keep the kit at room temprature 70 degrees.

ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL GLENN 719-271-9081

Links to the do it at home impression process 

Go here to get all the info and all the videos 
https://www.bigearinc.com/providers/big-ear-home-impression-kit/ 

Link to the full do it at home impression video 
https://youtu.be/dyNTlg0N6zA
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1. Fill out the invoice provided and answer the questions, and check all the boxes.

2. Thoroughly watch the video, and understand the entire procedure, make them deep and fill the whole ear 
bowl. Pick up and hold the sample impression provided in the box. See how deep and completely full the ear 
bowl is, so now make and compare to this sample. There is extra material in case you don't go deep enough 
the first time.

3. Place the person in a comfortable chair where both ears can be easily accessed.
4. Take q-tip and put it in your ear, and show the person how deep to go. Feel that you have more than an inch 

to your eardrum. It is way down inside—the deeper in your ear canal, the better earplug with abetter seal 
we can make for you.

5. Examine the ear canal using the ear light. Make sure the ear canal is clear of wax blockages. You may see 

some ear wax, and some may be in the ear canal. We can't make an impression if there is a plug of ear wax.

6. Place the foam block into the ear canal. Make sure you go to the second bend. The foam block should fit 
snugly and fully fill the canal. Make sure the string is hanging straight down out of the ear, both strings 
being equal. Place block to the depth of line on the ear light, be gentle, but go deep.

7. Open 2 part silicone material. GET READY. VERY IMPORTANT Mix vigorously, rubbing together until pink 

throughout (ONLY 7 SECONDS ). Then quickly put the mixed silicone in the syringe. If you take too long, it 

will set up too quickly.

8. Roll between hands and insert the silicone into the syringe.

9. Empty syringe contents into the ear, starting deep in the ear canal, pulling out as you go, and keep the tip 
in the material. It is not caked decorating, and by keeping the tip in the material, it will smash the silicone 
into the ear bowl nooks. Be sure to fill the entire ear bowl with silicone.

10. Silicone will be firm and set in around 4-5 minutes.

11. Once firm, pull material from ear. Start high on the ear and pull forward, twist

12. REPLACE ALL CONTENTS BACK INTO BOX, EAR LITE, SYRINGE, COMPLETELY FILLED OUT FORM,
AND IMPRESSIONS

13. PLACE SELF ADDRESSED LABEL ONTO BOX AND MAIL BACK TO BIG EAR
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